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Mrs.B & Mrs.Hacker
This Month’s Activities

This month will start with the closing of our spring unit on critters-butterflies.  We will explore and observe
the life cycle of a butterfly.  We will then move onto space and transportation.  Your child will look at some of
the aspects of our universe.  When I think of the majesty and mystery of space, it reminds me of the verse,
“The heavens declare your glory.” Just when our class thinks our train table and trains are all the trains we
have, wait til they get to create railways filling half the classroom!

This month’s Bible story is on “Daniel in  the Lion’s Den.” Praying and trusting God no matter how fearful we
may be are the takeaways we will encourage.  If you get the chance to read it before we do, it will help guide
your conversations.

Two events we have are the Mother’s Day Tea and the Art Show.  We anticipate that the Mother’s Day Tea
will show you how much we acknowledge and value the role of mothers.  This brief time of connection will
hopefully allow friendships to develop among the mothers. As for the Art Show, your child has been working on
his/her piece in steps.  They will know that they produced artwork similar to Wassily Kandinsky!

Dates to Remember
5 Thursday, Mother’s Day Tea @ 845
12 Thursday, Art Show @ 4-6pm

Early Learning Development Standards (ELDS)
Emotional Expression-SE 48.6 Express emotions experienced in typical daily routines (e.g., frustration at
waiting, excitement about a favored activity, pride) through language and gesturing rather than physical ways.

Because the children are feeling more comfortable and familiar with the classroom setting, we are
seeing the children openly verbally express their feelings whether it’s negative or positive. We also
revisit conversations about feelings and expressing them through word and body language.

Play/Friendship-SE 48.14 & 60.18 Interact with a variety of children in the program. Seek help from peers and
offer assistance when it is appropriate.

By the day, we are observing new friendships or deeper friendships developing. With our Green Choice
system, children are taking initiative to help their peers with their projects or during Free Time or when
someone falls down and is hurt.

Summary
As I start to reflect back to September, I remember how your child was when they had their first time in

class. Boy,have they grown so much both physically and socially! They have a passion for life and a hunger for
learning. Continue what you’re doing at home because they are thriving! And although we had the Covid virus
looming over us throughout the year, I am thankful that that didn’t affect our class too greatly and you
continued to keep your child in school to maximize their preschool experience. As always, experience as much
as you can with your child and soak up every moment with them.They truly do grow up so quickly!


